M-QIS Dashboard
Statistical Control Board
Typical Application

Measuring room
- OQ - Q-DAS O-QIS

IT service
- Pr - Q-DAS procella

Production
- So - Q-DAS solara, MP
- Qs - Q-DAS qsa-STAT
- Ds - Q-DAS destra
- Vi - Q-DAS vidara

Quality assurance / engineering

Management
- MQ - Q-DAS M-QIS | Engine
- MQ - Q-DAS M-QIS | Dashboard

Suppliers
M-QIS Dashboard

Long-term Analysis

• Compressed statistics
• Long-term analysis of processes and products
• Better work performance since users get the results they need
• Benchmark graphics
M-QIS Dashboard – Extensions

• **Q-DM Datamanagement**
  Automated data transfer of files provided from third-party systems to the Q-DAS database

• **Languages**
  Graphical user interface and reports available in 22 languages

• **Form Designer**
  Individual design of reports

• **M-QIS Web service**
  Use M-QIS Engine functionalities in a web browser
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